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What's in the Box

XBand

XBrooch

XBuckle

XCore

Xkeyfob XPendant



Different Wearing Styles

XBand
It can be worn on the wrist like a 
watch. This key is IP68 waterproof. 
You can wear it even swimming.

XPenda
The design is similar to the usual 
pendant. You can hang this key as 
decoration on any of your bags.

XBrooch
It is designed to be attached to 
garments. It's convenient that put it 
on your clothes and go for a run.

XBuckle
It can be used to snap onto your own 
keychain. This is perfect to wear while 
commuting.

XKeyfob
It can be attached anywhere you 
want, like keychain, backpack and 
trousers. 



Assembling X Key �

Compatible Model

XBand / XPendant / 

XCore

Put XCore directly into the round hollow part in the XBand. (White on the top 
and silver on the bottom.)

white side metal side down

XBuckle / XKeyfob
Place XCore into the round hollow part. (White on the top and silver on the 
bottom.)

2017-2024 Model 3
(including 2024+ Model 3 Highland)

2020-2024 Model Y

2021-2024 Model S/X 2024 Cybertruck



How to Pair X Key
with Your Tesla?

Model 3 (2017-2023) / 
Y (2020-2024)

On the touchscreen, touch Controls > Locks > 
Keys > Add Key.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Adding X Key from the Touchscreen
If you have a key card or key fob that is already paired with your vehicle, you 
can pair it using the touchscreen.

1

2024+ Model 3 Highland2

Model S/X (2021-2024)3

Cybertruck (2024)4

Scan your X Key on the card reader located 
behind the cup holders on the top of the 
center console. After X Key is recognized, 
remove it from the card reader.
Scan a key card or key fob that has already 
been paired to the vehicle to confirm X Key 
pairing.
When complete, the key list includes the new 
device. Touch the associated pencil icon to 
customize the name of the key.

On the touchscreen, touch Controls > Locks > 
Keys > Add Key.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Scan X Key on the card reader located on 
either wireless phone charger. When you hear 
a chime, then X Key is recognized.
Scan a key card that has already been paired 
to the vehicle to confirm X Key pairing.
When complete, the key list includes the new 
key. Touch the associated pencil icon to 
customize the name of the key.

On the touchscreen, touch Controls > Locks > 
Keys > Add Key.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Scan your X Key or key fob on the card reader 
located on the wireless phone charger. When 
you hear a chime and the new key is 
recognized, remove it from the card reader.
Scan a key card that has already been paired 
to the vehicle to confirm X Key pairing.
When complete, the key list includes the new 
key. Touch the associated pencil icon to 
customize the name of the key.

On the touchscreen, touch Controls > Locks > 
Keys > Add Key.

1.

2.

3.

4.

2. Scan your X Key or key fob on the card 
reader located on the wireless phone charger. 
When you hear a chime and the new key is 
recognized, remove it from the card reader.
Scan a key card that has already been paired 
to the vehicle to confirm X Key pairing.
When complete, the key list includes the new 
key. Touch the associated pencil icon to 
customize the name of the key.



How to Unlock & Lock

Model 3 (2017-2023) / Y (2020-2024)
To use a key card to unlock or lock Model 3/Y, position the card as shown and tap 
it against the card reader located just below the Autopilot camera on the driver's 
side door pillar. When Model 3/Y detects the key card, the exterior lights flash, 
the mirrors unfold or fold (if Fold Mirrors is on), the horn sounds (if Lock 
Confirmation Sound is on), and the doors unlock or lock.

Note: 

1

2

Model 3 (2017-2023) Model Y (2020-2024)

Model S/X (2021-2024) / 2024+ Model 3 
To use a key card to unlock or lock Model S/X/Highland Model 3/Cybertruck , 
position the card as shown and tap it against the card reader located 
approximately one third the way up of the driver's side door pillar. When Model 
S/X/Highland Model 3/Cybertruck detects the key card, the exterior lights flash, 
the mirrors unfold or fold (if Fold Mirrors is on), the horn sounds (if Lock 
Confirmation Sound is on), and the doors unlock or lock.

Note: 
You may need to physically touch the driver's side door pillar with the X Key, and 
you may need to hold it against the transmitter for one or two seconds.

3 What Can I Do If It Cannot Unlock?
If the lock does not respond, pull the door then use the X Core to unlock again.

2024+ Model 3 Highland Cybertruck (2024)

Model S (2021-2024) Model X (2021-2024)

You may need to physically touch the driver's side door pillar with the X Key, 
and you may need to hold it against the transmitter for one or two seconds.

1.

2.
3.

For Model 3, the X Key should be placed below the camera about 1.97 inch (5 cm).
For Model Y, the X Key should be placed  below the camera about 7.5 inch (19 cm).



Power Up Your Tesla

Important Things

Model 3 (2017-2023)/
Y (2020-2024)
Once inside, power up Model 3/Y by pressing 
the brake pedal within two minutes of scanning 
X Key. If you wait longer than two minutes, you 
must re-authenticate by placing X Key near the 
card reader located in the wireleess phone 
charger on the center console. When your X 
Key is detected, your two minute 
authentication period restarts.

1

2024+ Model 3 Highland/
Model S/X (2021-2024)
Once inside, power up Model 3 Highland/S/X by 
pressing the brake pedal within two minutes of 
scanning X Key. If you wait longer than two 
minutes, you must re-authenticate by placing X 
Key near the card reader located in the 
wireleess phone charger on the center 
console. When your X Key is detected, your two 
minute authentication period restarts.
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Cybertruck (2024)
Once inside, power up Cybertruck by pressing 
the brake pedal within two minutes of scanning 
X Key. If you wait longer than two minutes, you 
must re-authenticate by placing X Key near the 
card reader located in the wireleess phone 
charger on the center console. When your X 
Key is detected, your two minute 
authentication period restarts.
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1. If the wristband causes any skin irritation or other discomforts, please 
discontinue using and consult your doctor.
2. If your XBand gets wet after sweating or showering, dry it thoroughly before 
putting it back on your wrist.
3. Waterproof: Not suitable for diving, swimming in the sea, or sauna. But it is 
suitable for swimming in the swimming pool or shower (cool water) and shallow 
beach.
4. We provide one-year warranty for the XCore chip (excluding physical factors). If 
XCore requires replacement for any reason, please feel free to contact us.
 
Email: support@teslaunch.net
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